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5. Electricity production and consumption
In this section we analyse the generation and consumption of electrical energy in Menorca, first focussing
on the year 2013, and then on the decade 2004-2013.

5.1. Electricity production and consumption in 2013
Menorca’s electricity consumption over the course of the year clearly reflects the seasonal effects of tourism
on the island. Consumption peaks in the period when human pressure is at its highest, and then decreases
more or less in proportion to the change in population. During the months of lower human pressure, the
close relationship between the two variables is interrupted, as human pressure decreases without a corresponding drop in electricity consumption. This leads to a rise in per capita electricity consumption, meaning
the system is less efficient in the winter months.

1 Figure 5.1. Electricity consumption and human pressure in Menorca, 2013.
Source: Prepared by the authors using data from the Spanish Electricity Network and OBSAM.

With regard to the Menorca’s population centres, Ciutadella and Maó jointly account for a share of just
over 60% of annual electricity consumption, split almost equally between the two towns, followed by Alaior
and Sant Lluís, with 11% and 9% respectively.
The service and residential sectors are by far the largest consumers of electricity on the island, with a
47,7% and 45% share respectively. However, given the seasonal nature of the service sector, its electricity
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consumption only exceeds that of the residential sector from May to October. At its summer peak, service
sector consumption is almost 2,7 times higher than in the off season (November to April).

1 Figure 5.2. Monthly electrical energy consumption in by sector, 2013.
Source: Prepared by the authors from Endesa Distribution data.

The graph showing how electricity demand is met (see Fig. 5.3.) highlights the ‘base generation’
role played by fuel oil from the thermal power station, which generates a fairly constant supply of power
throughout the year. On the same graph, you can see how diesel power generation and the power cable
from Mallorca act as regulators, compensating for the variation in demand.

1 Figure 5.3. Coverage of daily electricity demand in 2013. The difference between total demand
and total production corresponds to the electricity exchanged via the Mallorca-Menorca submarine power cable.
Source: Prepared by the authors using data from the Spanish Electricity Network.
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More than 80% of the electricity consumed in 2013 was generated from fuel oil and diesel (mostly
the former) at the Maó thermal power station. Solar and wind energy make up slightly more than 3% of
the island’s electricity consumption. This is half of the amount generated from the coal that arrives via the
cable from Mallorca, and roughly the same amount as comes from Menorca’s other non-renewables, or is
imported from the Peninsula, also via Mallorca (see Fig. 5.4.).
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7 Figure 5.4.
Electricity in Menorca
in 2013, by source.
Source: Prepared
by the authors.
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In 2013, the thermal power station burned 1.146.224 MWh of fossil fuels, producing 403.258 MWh
of electrical energy, with an average efficiency of 35,2%. Its output was added to the electricity generated
from photovoltaic (9.523 MWh) and wind energy (6.035 MWh), and the electricity imported from Mallorca
through the submarine power cable (65.243 MWh), to meet the total demand of 440.601 MWh for the year.
The difference of 43.458 MWh between the demand and the total energy supplied is mainly down to loss
during transport and distribution, along with consumption not recorded on users’ meters.
Wind and photovoltaic electricity generation complement each other fairly well over the seasons. Summer, when solar radiation is at its peak, is usually the time of year with the least wind, which means that
the combination of these two sources of energy guarantees a reasonably stable rate of energy production
throughout the year. In 2013, the electricity output from photovoltaic and wind power generation was 1.867
and 1.898 equivalent hours respectively. ‘Equivalent hours’ are a measure of the number of hours they
would have had to function at full capacity to generate the electricity obtained over the course of the whole
year. It is worth noting that 2013 was atypical in terms of solar power output, since it is usually in the region
of 1.500 equivalent hours in Menorca.
Monthly combined wind and photovoltaic electricity production varied from 450 equivalent hours in
March to 255 in December, with a monthly average of 314 over the year. This is almost half the total hours in
a month (730 on average). Wind power generation is generally very high in November and the early months
of the year, when the island tends to experience strong winds.
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1 Figure 5.5. Monthly wind and photovoltaic electricity production in Menorca (equivalent hours), 2013.
Source: Prepared by the authors using data from the Spanish Electricity Network.

The island’s electricity system has a clear productive overcapacity, in large part due to the need to
comply with security of supply requirements set by the regulator (the Spanish Electricity Network). The
combined installed capacity of the thermal power station and the renewable energy infrastructure is 2,4
times the maximum electricity demand in 2013, as shown in figure 5.5.

1 Figure 5.6. Electricity demand and total installed power, 2013.
Source: Prepared by the authors using data from the Spanish Electricity Network.

Figure 5.6. represents the daily electricity demand in 2013, showing the average, maximum and minimum hourly demand. It does not represent the actual curve for any specific day, but rather 24 maximum,
minimum and average hourly values. This way the demand for each hour is well bounded.
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1 Figure 5.7. Daily demand curves for 2013: hourly maximum, minimum, and average.
Source: Prepared by the authors using data from the Spanish Electricity Network.

The day when the demand curve was closest to the annual average (16 May), the generators using
diesel made a significant contribution to electricity output between 7 h and 23 h, supplementing the power
base provided by the fuel oil generators. The power cable from Mallorca met 10% of the total daily demand,
while renewables contributed a largely symbolic 1,7%.

1 Figure 5.8. Coverage of demand on the most ‘typical’ day in 2013. The chart shows the data for 16/05, when the total daily
demand was 1.320,44 MWh. Source: Prepared by the authors using data from the Spanish Electricity Network.

5.2. Electricity production and consumption in the decade 2004-2013
In the period between 2004 and 2008, electricity production grew steadily, plateauing in 2009 and then
subsequently falling, dropping below the 2006 level again by 2013.
Electricity generation from fuel oil has remained mostly stable throughout the decade studied, while the
principal ‘modulators’ of additional production have been diesel and the power cable from Mallorca, which
has reduced in significance over time.
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1 Figure 5.9. Evolution of electricity production in Menorca by source. The electricity generated from fuel oil was worked out
by applying the efficiency coefficient calculated for 2013 to fuel oil consumption, and the electricity generated from diesel was
calculated from the difference between this value and the power station’s total electricity production.
Source: Prepared by the authors using data from the Spanish Electricity Network and OBSAM.

The power station’s net electricity output has remained above 400 GWh (400.000 MWh) per year since
2007, peaking in 2008 at 434 GWh. Use of the submarine power cable link with Mallorca was in progressive
decline over the period, with the total electricity transported in 2013 only a third of that in 2004.
Following its construction in 2004, the energy supplied by the Milà wind farm has been very constant
over the decade studied, ranging between 4.877 MWh in 2006 and 6.463 in 2012. This is demonstrated by
figure 5.9., showing the evolution of renewable energy production on the island, and in which we can clearly
identify the point at which the two photovoltaic power stations currently in operation were built.

1 Figure 5.10. Renewable energy production in Menorca.
Source: Prepared by the authors from OBSAM data.
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5.3. Summary
• The electricity demand curve reflects the seasonal pattern of Menorca’s economy.
• The thermal power station’s diesel engine generators, which run on fuel oil, satisfy Menorca’s basic
electricity demand, while fluctuations are primarily handled by the gas turbine generators, which run on
diesel.
• Menorca’s renewable energy infrastructure generates around 3% of the island’s electricity demand.
• The combined output of Menorca’s wind and photovoltaic electricity generation is stable throughout the
year, with the two sources complementing one another seasonally. Generally, when there is less solar
radiation there is more wind and vice versa.
• The installed power of the Maó thermal power station (271,6 MW) is more than double the maximum
demand recorded in 2013 (115,67 MW).
• Since they were first built, Menorca’s photovoltaic power station and wind farms have maintained a
constant level of electricity production over the course of the decade studied (2004-2013).
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